Rapid Recovery
Service

Clean.
Disinfect.
Deodourise.

Destroy microbes and pollutants
quickly and efficiently.
The importance of clean air cannot be overstated, especially during a

pandemic. If you are preparing your building for tenant or employee reentry,
reopening your business, performing scheduled maintenance or cleaning
after a suspected positive case of infection, our Rapid Recovery indoor air
quality treatment is a necessity. Use this service to quickly destroy mould,
microbes and gases that can pollute your indoor air and cause illness.

Our service uses a Rapid Recovery Unit® (RRU) made by RGF Environmental
Group, Inc. RGF has been at the forefront of air, food and water purification

since 1985. Major corporations and entities around the globe use its technology
to ensure healthy air quality.
HOW IT WORKS

The Rapid Recovery Unit® (RRU) uses RGF’s proprietary Photohydroionisation®
(PHI) technology. Light energy from the ultraviolet (UV) cell reacts with the

air and a hydrated quad-metallic catalyst to create cleansing ions. These

ions, such as hydro-peroxides and super oxide ions, go from the system into
the surrounding air to destroy microbes, mould and gases. Rapid Recovery
has been throughly tested on airbourne and surface bacteria and viruses,

including MRSA, E-Coli, Norwalk and SARS-CoV-2. It also suppresses microbe
growth, reduces chemicals and eliminates odours. The odour absorbing

media filter cartridge enhances the speed and efficacy of the system by

filtering out gross particulate, such as smoke, while the advanced oxidisers
treat the air in the space.
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SAFE FOR YOU, DEADLY FOR GERMS
PHI technology creates an

advanced oxidation reaction that

eliminates odours, viruses, bacteria
and mould. The reaction is safe for
people, pets and the environment;
it creates “friendly oxidisers” that
return to oxygen and hydrogen

after destroying pathogens and
leaves no residual chemicals.

PHI technology has even been

approved by the USDA-FDA-FSIS for
food processing.
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SAFE FOR YOU, DEADLY FOR GERMS

NOTICE THE DIFFERENCE

that eliminates odours, viruses, bacteria and mould. The reaction is safe for

difference in smell after using our

Photohydroionisation® (PHI) technology creates an advanced oxidation reaction
people, pets and the environment; it creates “friendly oxidisers” that return

to oxygen and hydrogen after destroying pathogens and leaves no residual

chemicals. PHI technology has even been approved by the USDA-FDA-FSIS for
food processing. Hydro-peroxides are naturally occurring oxidisers that are

created in our atmosphere with the combination of oxygen molecules, water
vapour and electromagnetic energy. Ionised hydro-peroxides effectively

destroy harmful microbes in the air and on surfaces by cell lysis. This process
changes the microbes’ molecular structure, rendering them harmless, and
occurs constantly in outdoor air. RGF’s PHI technology allows this natural
process to happen within air conditioned spaces safely.

Call AIRCARE today to find out more
about how our RGF indoor air quality
products can work for your school:

info@aircare.bm | 292.7342

Clean. Disinfect. Deodourise.

Our clients point out the remarkable
Rapid Recovery service. Free from
contaminants, your building is

left with clean air. Rapid Recovery
destroys odours from tobacco,
diaper pails, chemical fumes,
cleaning chemicals, cooking,

mould, mildew, paint, pets, sewage,
decaying organic matter and
volatile organic compounds.

